FROM EVALUATION OF THE TRAINING PARTICIPANTS
Training:

„TIPS FOR STRESS MANAGEMENT“
- In this time frame everything contained in manual for the course was discussed, with an
emphasis on interaction, self-knowledge and drawing tasks for the personal plan. It was
very beneficial for me.

Training:

„INTRODUCTION TO ASSERTIVENESS”
- Only praise, including the method of communication with Ondra. Excellent, thank you.
- To use the analogy / example with chocolate, keep a piece of chocolate for the
participants :o). Thanks for a great course.
Hewlett-Packard, s. r. o.

Training:

„EFFECTIVE MANAGER“ PART I
- I was happy with the quality of the course.
- I was happy with the form and leading of the training.
- No comments, the training was high benefit for me. I even haven’t expected.

Training:

„EFFECTIVE MANAGER“ PART II
- It was cool trainer; she could still keep my attention.
- The best training I have ever attended!
- I recommend connecting a personal individual meeting with the trainer (at least 1 hour
per person) on request of the trainees.

Training:

„EFFECTIVE MANAGER“ PART III
- It was really cool!
- The whole training was at a high professional level.
- I am extremely satisfied.

Training:

„EFFECTIVE MANAGER“ PART IV
- The training was conducted at a high professional level.
Milex
Liptovská mlekareň
(MILEX NMNV, a.s.)

Training:

„SKILLS FOR MANAGERS I“
- I am interested in participating in further training, for example Relaxation techniques
with Mrs. Žákovská.
- This two-day training fully satisfied me, as well as a selection of the place. Thank you
very much for training, Ms. Žákovská.
- Thank you!
- Big plus - a very human approach of the trainer, showing the human and kind approach
to solving the tasks.
- Outstanding trainer! Thank you for two busy days, I really admire her energy!
- Keep it up!
Saint Gobain Weber Terranova
Saint Gobain Isover
(Saint-Gobain Construction Products CZ a.s.)
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Training:

„APPROACH YOUR CLIENT IN THE MOST EFFICIENT WAY“
- During my fifteen years selling experience this was the third training focused on same
subject, but the professionalism of the trainer was absolutely number one!
- The whole training was very interesting for me, with no dead spots. The topics were
followed logically, being very well presented with examples. I have no critical
comment, or recommendation.
- The training was very interesting and beneficial for me. My only problem was the time
required for training.
- Greetings to Mrs. Žákovská. In my assessment she is still the best trainer, who has ever
tutored me.
- Training was absolutely amazing and very helpful!
- The course was amazing, perfectly conducted, and very beneficial for the team.
McCain Foods Czech Republic s.r.o.

Workshop: „GOAL ORIENTED SELLING“
- Great expanding of business skills.
- Common communication within the team.
- Yes, I had the opportunity to deepen my knowledge on the typology of personalities and
actively practice skills for dealing with them.
- I have oriented myself more in the typology of customers. I had the opportunity to see
how I act on TV.
- Dispelling the fear of the camera. It's a benefit for me, not vice versa.
- Typology of customer - clarification. What to avoid in Business meeting.
- How to deal with other types of people – great examples!
- I have sorted the types of personalities and so I can start in real life now. I will work
with my customers according to their types.
McCain Foods Czech Republic s.r.o.

Training:

„EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT“
- The training was excellent. It was much liked; illuminating, used form was great.
- I think it was OK.
- Only pluses, professional trainer – I rate 1 *.
- I was very satisfied; it might be preferable to increase the length for 3 days.

Credium a. s.
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